
Who caught the fish logic riddle from DCI manual

A walk through the programming in simpler fashion than previous solutions.

by Martin A. Rice, Jr.

As in a previous solution we assign variables as follows:

A : Tom did.

B : Dick did.

C : Jim did.

The statements of the riddle are:

1.  If Tom didn't, then Dick did.

2.  "Tom did" and "Jim didn't" are not both true.

3.  If Dick did, then Tom did and Jim did.

In symbols, sentence 2 becomes:

2. - ( A & -C )

which, by DeMorgan's theorem becomes

2.  -A v C

which is equivalent to:

2. If A then C.

The remaining sentences transform accordingly:

1.  If -A then B

3.  If B then A & C.

"If/then" statements can be read simply as: Input _______ output_______ where an input is a
logic tube position and output is a clock tube position.  Therefore, Sentence 1 programs as:



    __1___2 
A: ..| ..  ..F|
B: ..| .. ..... |C
C: ..| .. ......|

where flip-flop A reads false and flip-flop B sets to 1.  This technique is used for the remaining
two sentences.

Sentence 2 programs as 

 . __1_ __2_ __3___4___5___6_
A: ...|. .......|..... ..|. ..T.|. .....|. ......|.
B: ...|.. ......| .......|........|. .....|. ......|.
C: ...|. .......|. ......|. ......|.C....|. ......|.

Sentence 3 programs as:

. __1__ __2_ __3___4___5___6_
A: ...|. .......|..... ..|.. ...|. .....|. ......|C
B: ...|.. ......| .......|......|. .....|.. ...T|.
C: ...|. .......|. ......|.   ..|.......|........|C

Combine the three programs on their respective gates.  From any input Digi Comp will cycle
until it reaches equilibrium at A=1 B=1 C=1 or A=1 B=0 C=1 as in previous solutions.  Thus,
Jim did catch fish as did Tom.  Dick's state is undetermined.  No sliders are needed and only
three logic gates.  The sentences are read straightforwardly onto the logic gates and clock
positions.  There's no need to complicate things with a truth table.  Of course you can if you so
wish as follows.

                    ABC       ABC        ABC
   IN             0 - -         1 - 0         - 1 -

OUT            0 1-         1 - 1          111


